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Infrared photocarrier radiometry of semiconductors: Physical principles, quantitative depth
profilometry, and scanning imaging of deep subsurface electronic defects

Andreas Mandelis, Jerias Batista,* and Derrick Shaughnessy
Center for Advanced Diffusion-Wave Technologies, Department of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering,

University of Toronto, Toronto, Canada M5S 3G8
~Received 31 January 2003; published 21 May 2003!

Laser-induced infrared photocarrier radiometry~PCR! is introduced theoretically and experimentally
through deep subsurface scanning imaging and signal frequency dependencies from Si wafers. A room-
temperature InGaAs detector (0.8–1.8mm) with integrated amplification electronics is used instead of the
liquid-nitrogen-cooled HgCdTe photodetector (2 –12mm) of conventional photothermal radiometry. PCR
measures purely electronic carrier-wave~CW! recombination. The InGaAs detector completely obliterates the
thermal-infrared emission band (8 –12mm), unlike the known photothermal signal types, which invariably
contain combinations of carrier-wave and thermal-wave infrared emissions due to the concurrent lattice ab-
sorption of the incident beam and nonradiative heating. The PCR theory is presented as infrared depth integrals
of CW density profiles. Experimental aspects of this methodology are given, including the determination of
photocarrier transport parameters through modulation frequency scans, as well as CW scanning imaging. The
PCR coordinate scans at the front surface of 5002mm-thick Si wafers with slight back-surface mechanical
defects can easily ‘‘see’’ and create clear images of the defects at modulation frequencies up to 100 kHz, at
laser-beam optical penetration depth;1 mm below the surface~at 514 nm!. The physics of the contrast
mechanism for the nonthermal nature of the PCR signal is described: it involves self-reabsorption of CW-
recombination-generated IR photons emitted by the photoexcited carrier-wave distribution depth profile
throughout the wafer bulk. The distribution is modified by enhanced recombination at localized or extended
defects, even as remote as the back surface of the material. The high-frequency, deep-defect PCR images thus
obtained prove that very-near-surface~where optoelectronic device fabrication takes place! photocarrier gen-
eration can be detrimentally affected not only by local electronic defects as is commonly assumed, but also by
defects in remote wafer regions much deeper than the extent of the electronically active thin surface layer.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.67.205208 PACS number~s!: 78.20.Ci, 72.20.Jv, 07.60.Dq, 78.30.Am
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years the development of laser-induced infra
photothermal radiometry~PTR! of semiconductors in ou
laboratory1–9 and elsewhere10 as a quantitative methodolog
for the measurement of transport properties of semicond
tors has led to several advances in the noncontact mea
ment of four transport parameters: bulk recombination li
time, ~two! surface recombination velocities, and carr
diffusion coefficient in Si~Refs. 1–10! and GaAs~Ref. 11!.
Reviews of the subject matter have been presented
Mandelis12 and Christofideset al.13. The major advantage o
PTR over other photothermal techniques, such as ph
modulated thermoreflectance~PMOR!, has been found to be
the higher sensitivity of PTR to the photoexcited free-carri
density-wave~the modulated-laser driven oscillating ele
tronic diffusion wave14! than PMOR.15,16This advantage ex
ists due to domination of the free-carrier wave over
superposed thermal-wave~TW! contributions to the PTR sig
nal. Even so, the ever-present thermal-wave contributi
due to direct lattice absorption, followed by nonradiative e
ergy conversion and blackbody~thermal-infrared! emissions,
have resulted in the PTR signal interpretational and com
tational difficulties due to the large number of variabl
involved.5 Therefore, confidence in the measured values
the four electronic transport properties is always accom
nied by the hurdle of assuring uniqueness of the meas
0163-1829/2003/67~20!/205208~18!/$20.00 67 2052
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set of parameters in any given situation. With our develo
ment of the PTR methodology as a quantitative technique
nondestructive semiconductor diagnostics, we found4,5 that
early measurements reported without regard to comp
tional uniqueness17 using simplified theoretical fits to
frequency-scan signals cannot be unique and there
reliable.

Several schemes to enhance the photoexcited free-ca
density-wave~or simply ‘‘carrier-wave,’’ CW! contributions
to the photothermal signal have been proposed, such
working in the high-frequency, CW dominated, regime w
PTR12, or using a tightly focused pump laser beam
PMOR.18 However, the presence of even a diminished T
component in the high-frequency PTR will be shown in th
work to have significant effects on the measured values
the transport parameters, to compromise sensitivity to
carrier wave and to complicate the task of physical interp
tation of the signal, thus raising the question of uniquenes
the measured set of solid-state transport parameters. On
other hand, very tight focusing of the pump laser beam
PMOR tends to give rise to usually undesirable nonlin
thermal and electronic effects,15,19,20besides being unable t
sufficiently eliminate the TW component of the signal21

Therefore, given the fundamental and practical importa
of developing an all-optical, nondestructive and nonintrus
diagnostic methodology for monitoringonly the transport
properties of semiconductors, we concluded that the se
for a purely carrier-wave laser-based detection methodol
©2003 The American Physical Society08-1
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must move in the direction of isolating and eliminating t
superposition of thermal-wave contributions to the infrar
emission spectrum. In view of the inability of phototherm
semiconductor diagnostic methods13,18 to eliminate the
thermal-wave contributions, the development of infrared
ser radiometry of semiconductors to optimize this task
been very promising, given the intrinsically higher sensit
ity of its photothermal embodiment, PTR, to the photoe
cited carrier-density wave than other photothermal te
niques, notably PMOR.16 In this paper, the theory an
experimental configuration of infrared laser photocarrier
diometry ~PCR!, a technique only sensitive to the recomb
nation of free photoexcited carrier-density waves, are in
duced. Next, a first application of PCR to depth-profilomet
imaging of deep-lying mechanically induced electronic d
fects inp-type Si wafers is presented, along with a compa
son of PCR to conventional PTR with regard to quantitat
measurements of CW transport properties.

II. THEORY OF INFRARED PHOTOCARRIER
RADIOMETRY OF SEMICONDUCTORS

A. Kirchhoff’s law and the oscillating carrier wave

In a photoexcited semiconductor of band-gap energyEG ,
an externally incident optical source such as a laser b
with super-band-gap energy photons\vv is>EG will be ab-
sorbed and can generate free carriers which may su
quently follow several deexcitation pathways as shown
Fig. 1 for ann-type material. Ultrafast decay to the respe
tive band edge~e.g., conduction band! through nonradiative
transitions and emission of phonons, will raise the tempe
ture of the semiconductor locally. The free carriers will fu
ther diffuse within their statistical lifetime and will recom
bine with carriers of the opposite sign across the band ga
into impurity and/or defect states within the band gap. T
electron-hole recombination mechanism with or witho
phonon assistance will lead either to nonradiative ene
conversion through phonon emissions~e.g., in indirect-gap
semiconductors such as Si! which will further raise the tem-

FIG. 1. n-type semiconductor energy-band diagram showing
citation and recombination processes. Energy emission proce
include nonradiative intraband and interband decay accompanie
phonon emission, as well as direct band-to-band recombination
diative emissions of energy\v(lG) and band-to-defect/impurity
state recombination IR emissions of energy\v IR(lD).
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perature, or to radiative decay which will produce photons
near- or sub-band-gap energy. A table of radiative recom
nation lifetimes at 300 K in Si and other semiconductors h
been compiled by Hall.22 In the presence of impurity or de
fect states within the band gap, free-carrier decay to one
more of those states may also occur through nonradiativ
radiative transitions symbolized by dashed and full arrow
respectively, in Fig. 1. Again, the former will raise the tem
perature of the semiconductor crystal through phonon c
pling to the lattice, whereas the latter will produce photons
energyEG2ED.\v IR . In actual semiconductor material
there may be a distribution of impurity and defect states i
which deexcitation may occur. Therefore, it is more relev
to consider the full spectral range of IR emissions from
photoexcited semiconductor crystal:\v IR5\v(lD). If the
exciting super-band-gap radiation is intensity modulated
frequency f 5v/2p, then the photogenerated free-carri
density constitutes a spatially damped carrier-density w
~CW! ~or carrier-diffusion wave,14! which oscillates diffu-
sively away from the generating source under its concen
tion gradient and recombines with a phase lag depende
on a delay time equal to its statistical lifetimet a structure-
and process-sensitive property.23 Figure 2 shows a virtua
cross section of a semiconductor Si wafer where an infra
emission photon distribution is produced following laser
diation absorption and carrier-wave generation. For o
dimensional geometries, such as those obtained with
crystals and/or use of laser beams of large spot size, o
forward- and backward-emitted photons of wavelengthl are
depicted. The IR power generated atl within a spectral
bandwidthdl is given by

dPj~z,t;l!5$WNR@TT~z,t !;l#1hRWeR~l!% jdl;

j 5r ,t @W#, ~1!

where WNR@TT(z,t);l# is the thermal-infrared power pe
unit wavelength generated due to temperature rise follow

-
ses
by
a-

FIG. 2. Cross-sectional view of contributions to front-surfa
radiative emissions of IR photons from~a! a semiconductor strip of
thicknessdz at depthz; ~b! reentrant photons from the back surfa
due to reflection from a backing support material;~c! emissive IR
photons from the backing at thermodynamic temperatureTb . The
carrier-wave depth profileDN(z,v) results in a depth dependent I
absorption/emission coefficient due to free-carrier absorption of
infrared photon fields, both ac and dc.
8-2
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optical absorption, as well as due to other nonradiative
cays. The subscripts (r ,t) indicate back-propagating~‘‘re-
flected’’! or forward-propagating~‘‘transmitted’’! photon
power.WeR(l) is the spectral power per unit wavelength, t
product of the recombination transition rate from band
band, or from band edge to defect or impurity state, as
case may be, multiplied by the energy difference betw
initial and final states.hR is the quantum yield for IR radia
tive emission upon carrier recombination into one of the
states.TT(z,t;l) is the total temperature, including bac
ground temperature, temperature increase due to ther
wave oscillation following laser-modulated absorption a
optical heating, as well as other nonradiative energy con
sion pathways. Therefore,

WNR@TT~z,t !;l#5WP@Ts~z,t !;l#1~12hR!WeR~l!

1WeH~l! @W/mm#. ~2!

Here, WP@Ts(z,t);l#dl is the familiar Planck distribution
function, or spectral emissive power, representing the rat
radiative recombination withindl, and sample volumeDV
5A@a IR(l)#21 of emitting cross-sectional areaA normal to
thez axis in Fig. 2, and depth equal to the optical absorpt
depth at infrared wavelengthl. a IR(l) is the IR absorption
coefficient atl and

WP@Ts~z,t !;l#dl5
8ph~c0 /n!2A dl

l5$exp@hc0 /lnkBTs~z,t !#21%
@W#,

~3!

(c0 /n) is the speed of light in the medium of refractive ind
n. Ts(z,t) is made up of only two contributions: backgroun
temperature and harmonic optical heating of the lattice
modulation frequencyf. The remaining symbols in Eq.~2!
have the following meanings:WeH(l) is the thermal IR pho-
ton generation power per unit wavelength due to intrab
nonradiative deexcitation of hot carriers with energy\vv is
2EG , Fig. 1. (12hR) is the nonradiative quantum yield fo
recombination processes, which generate total po
WeR(l) per unit wavelength.

The use of Eq.~3! in describing the thermal emissiv
power assumes the existence of thermal equilibrium in
semiconductor, a condition known as the principle of d
tailed balance. It states that the rate of radiative recomb
tion at thermal equilibrium within an emission frequency i
terval dn, centered at frequencyn, is equal to the
corresponding generation rate of electron-hole pairs by
thermal radiation field present within the semiconducto23

Detailed balance is, in itself, a statement of Kirchhof
theorem,24 according to which ‘‘for any body in (radiative)
thermal equilibrium with its environment, the ratio betwe
the spectral emissive power W(T,l)dl and the spectral ab-
sorptivity a(T,l), for a given photon frequencyn5c/l and
temperature T, is equal to the spectral emissive pow
WP(T,l)dl, Eq. (3), of the blackbody for the same fr
quency and temperature.’’ Introducing the definition of spec-
tral emissivity

e~T,l![W~T,l!/WP~T,l!, ~4!
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the well-known Kirchhoff law

e~T,l!5a~T,l! ~5!

is obtained. Considering the absorption coefficienta IR(l,T)
and the emission coefficiente(l,T), the radiation den-
sity of the blackbody in the medium is given b
r(l,T)5a IR(l,T)FP(l,T) @Jm23#, where FP(l,T)
5WP(T,l)/At is the blackbody energy flux across the e
ementary areaA within t, the characteristic emission time
According to Kirchhoff’s law, using Eqs.~4! and~5!, we find

e~l,T!5a IR~l,T!. ~6!

When an external energy source, such as a laser beam, u
the charge-carrier-wave distribution equilibrium as is t
case with PCR, one needs to proceed with great cautio
applying Eq.~6!. Clearly, once a super-band-gap photon fl
raises free carriers above the equilibrium density in the se
conductor, their recombination rate increases above the e
librium value, which in turn generates sub-band-gap spec
emissive powerhRWeR(l)dl. The physical picture involves
the emission rate of the thus created IR photons and its c
parison to the absorption rate of the same IR photon field
the semiconductor in inducing the reverse optical transitio
since detailed balance requires that the recombination IR
diation should have the same spectrum as the absorbe
photons of the ambient radiation field.25 Away from carrier-
density equilibrium, the approach of Weinstein26 may be
adopted. Through thermodynamic arguments Weinste26

and Bauer27 conclude that the emission coefficient, defin
for spontaneous processes only, is entirely determined by
energy state configuration of the material and by the spo
neous transition probabilities connecting them. Therefo
e(l,T) is independent of the ambient radiation field. It fo
lows that, for Kirchhoff’s law to be valid, it suffices that th
quantum states of the medium obey the equilibrium distri
tion, regardless of the temperature distribution of the rad
tion field. In low-power laser interactions with electronic ca
riers, it is easy to justify the Weinstein-Bauer conditions,
long as~i! there exist no intense electromagnetic optical
thermal gradient fields in the semiconductor to upset
quantum configuration of the energy states, driving the str
ture away from electronic energy equilibrium;~ii ! upward
electronic transitions following optical absorption result
efficient radiative deexcitations with minimal temperature
crease of the lattice; or~iii ! even if significant temperature
changes occur due to nonradiative decays which may af
the background temperature of the lattice as in the cas
CW generation, however, the temperature oscillation its
amounts to only minimal thermal-wave perturbations with
significant consequence in the structure of the energ
manifold of the semiconductor. Under these conditions,
semiconductor can be considered to be at electronic and
mal equilibrium during the oscillation cycle of the photoe
cited CW: electronic transitions occur essentially adiab
cally, with minimum thermal energy exchange interactio
across well-defined electronic state densities. It also follo
that the higher the oscillation frequency, the greater
adiabatic character of the transition, leading to a stric
8-3
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MANDELIS, BATISTA, AND SHAUGHNESSY PHYSICAL REVIEW B67, 205208 ~2003!
validation of Kirchhoff’s law through complete thermal d
coupling of the CW oscillator ensemble, as experimenta
observed by use of PTR.4 Therefore, despite the large amb
ent radiation field oscillations, Eq.~6! is expected to remain
essentially valid away from free-carrier-density equilibriu
in PCR. The absence of cross coupling in the emitted po
of Eq. ~1! is a statement of the adiabatic superposition
thermal-infrared~Planck-mediated! emissions through the
WNR@TT(z,t);l# term, and direct electronic infrared emi
sions through thehRWeR(l) term under equilibrium~i.e.,
constant! baseline temperature and a stationary material
ergy state manifold characterized by a well-defined Fe
level. A by-product of adiabaticity is that the IR spectra
thermal and recombination emissions are independen
each other, a feature that is central to the realization of P

B. Emissive IR power generation in semiconductors

Figure 2 shows an elementary slice of thicknessdz cen-
tered at depthz in a semiconductor slab. The crystal is su
ported by a backing, but is not necessarily in contact with
backing. A modulated laser beam at angular frequencyv
52p f and wavelengthlv is impinges on the front surface o
the semiconductor. The super-band-gap radiation is abso
within a ~short! distance from the surface, typically, a fe
mm, given by @a(lv is)#21, where a(lv is) is the visible-
range absorption coefficient of the pump radiation. The
suing deexcitation processes generally involve radiative
nonradiative energy release components, resulting in the
eration of an IR photon field in the semiconductor involvi
a relatively broad spectral bandwidth. At thermal and el
tronic equilibrium, assuming a one-dimensional geometry
a result of a large laser-beam spotsize and/or thin sample
emitted IR photons have equal probability of being direc
toward the front or the back surface of the material. Consi
only those photons of wavelengthl generated through re
combination and radiative emission which are crossingz
1dz, traversing the thickness elementdz and heading to-
ward the surfacez50. The IR power incrementPr(z,v;l)
,Pr(z1dz,v;l) due to self-absorption by the diffusin
20520
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free-carrier wave, leading to further carrier generatio
Therefore, the net absorbed power within the stripdz is
given by

dPr~z,v;l![Pr~z1dz,v;l!2Pr~z,v;l!5S dPr

dz Ddz

5a IR~z,l!Pr~z,v;l!dz. ~7!

To obtain the IR power increment arriving at the surfa
from the semiconductor interior stripdz, we integrate the
right-hand side of this equation from depthz up to the sur-
facez50 and take the spatial dependence of the IR abso
tion coefficient into account: From Kirchhoff’s law, Eq.~6!,
e(l,T) can be substituted fora IR(l,T). e(l,T) is depth
dependent because the emission rate depends on the s
density of the recombining CW. The result of converting E
~1! into its frequency domain transform~Fourier component!
and then integrating, is

dPr~z,v;l!5$WNR@TT~z,v!;l#1hRWeR~l!%e~z,l!

3expF2E
0

z

e~z8,l!dz8Gdz, ~8!

where, besides its defining Eq.~7!, dPr(z,v;l) also repre-
sents, through Kirchhoff’s law, the contribution to the tot
IR emission at the front surface from the emissive sou
layer dz at subsurface depthz. Allowing for infinite inter-
reflections of the back-propagating photons that gene
dPr(z,v;l) in Eq. ~8! at both surfacesz50,L, with reflec-
tivities R1(l) andR2(l), respectively, and summing up a
the contributions yields

dPr1~z,v;l!5
@12R1~l!#dPr~z,v;l!

12R1~l!R2~l!expF22E
0

L

e~z8,l!dz8G ,

~9!

for the IR power transmitted out of the semiconduc
through the front surface~reflection!; and
terior
dPt1~z,v;l!5

@12R2~l!#R1~l!dPr~z,v;l!expF2E
0

L

e~z8,l!dz8G
12R1~l!R2~l!expF22E

0

L

e~z8,l!dzG , ~10!

for the IR power transmitted out of the semiconductor through the back surfacez5L ~transmission!. Similarly, the photons
from the emissive source at depthz, which are directed toward the back surface, after infinite inter-reflections at the in
interfaces of the semiconductor, yield the IR power transmitted out of the semiconductor through the front surface~reflection!:

dPr2~z,v;l!5

@12R1~l!#R2~l!dPt~z,v;l!expF2E
0

L

e~z8,l!dz8G
12R1~l!R2~l!expF22E

0

L

e~z8,l!dz8G , ~11!
8-4
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and for the IR power transmitted through the back surf
~transmission!:

dPt2~z,v;l!5
@12R2~l!#dPt~z,v;l!

12R1~l!R2~l!expF22E
0

L

e~z8,l!dzG ,

~12!

where
Eq

e
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or

s-
th

io

20520
e dPt~z,v;l!5$WNR@TT~z,v!;l#1hRWeR~l!%e~z,l!

3expF2E
z

L

e~z8,l!dz8Gdz. ~13!

Adding the two contributions to the power transmitte
throughz50 andz5L, respectively, the following expres
sions are obtained:
dPr~z,v;l!5
@12R1~l!#$WNR@TT~z,v!;l#1hRWeR~l!%e~z,l!

12R1~l!R2~l!expF22E
0

L

e~z8,l!dz8G FexpH 2E
0

z

e~z8,l!dz8J
1R2~l!expH 2E

0

2L2z

e~z8,l!dz8J Gdz ~14!

and

dPt~z,v;l!5
@12R2~l!#$WNR@TT~z,v!;l#1hRWeR~l!%e~z,l!

12R1~l!R2~l!expF22E
0

L

e~z8,l!dz8G FexpH 2E
z

L

e~z8,l!dz8J
1R1~l!expH 2E

2z

L

e~z8,l!dz8J Gdz. ~15!
b-
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It is evident that the second term inside the bracket of
~14! originates at an image source atz052L2z with respect
to the interface atz5L and the second term inside th
bracket of Eq.~15! is the image source atz052z with re-
spect to the interface atz50. Equations~14! and ~15! can
now be used to calculate the total IR power exiting bo
surfaces of the semiconductor by integration as follows:

PTr,t~v!5E
l1

l2
dlE

0

L

dPr ,t~z,v;l!, ~16!

where@l1 ,l2# is the spectral bandwidth of the IR detect
and the integration incrementdz is implied in the expression
for dPr ,t(z,v;l). The resulting expression is the IR emi
sive power of the photoexcited semiconductor in terms of
spectral emission coefficiente(l,z). In its simplest reduc-
tion with e(l,z)5a IR(l,z), R1(l)5R2(l)[R(l), and
with only thermal-~Planck-mediated! infrared emission con-
tributions, the spatial integration of Eq.~16! can be easily
performed and the resulting formula inserted in Eq.~5! with-
out the wavelength integration to yield the back-propagat
spectral emissivity or absorptivity
.

e

n

e~T,l!5a~T,l!

5

@12R~l!#F12expH 2E
0

L

a IR~l,T,z!dzJ G
12R~l!expH 22E

0

L

a IR~l,T,z!dzJ .

~17!

This expression was presented by Chenet al.,28 as a gener-
alization of the well-known expression for a constant IR a
sorption coefficient.29,30

C. Infrared signals from Si wafers and backing support effects

The expressions for the IR spectral emissive power, E
~9!–~15! can be simplified considerably in the case of sem
conductor crystals, such as industrial Si wafers, with p
ished front surface and nonpolished, matte, back surf
which scatters the IR radiation with minimal or no reflect
power. On settingR2(l)'0 and allowing for a backing sup
port material of reflectivityRb(l) in contact with, or at some
distanced away from, the semiconducting sample back s
face, the fraction of the radiation generated at depthz within
dz, which leaves the back surface and is reflected back
8-5
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MANDELIS, BATISTA, AND SHAUGHNESSY PHYSICAL REVIEW B67, 205208 ~2003!
the sample isdPb(z5L,v;l)5Rb(l)dPt(z,v;l) from Eq.
~15!. This acts as an additional source, which contributes
the IR power from the stripdz at the front surface

dPb~z,v;l!'@12R1~l!#Rb~l!$WNR@TT~z,v!;l#

1hRWeR~l!%e~z,l!FexpH 2E
z

L

e~z8,l!dz8J
1R1~l!expH 2E

2z

L

e~z8,l!dz8J G
3expF2E

0

L

e~z8,l!dz8Gdz. ~18!

Therefore, instead of Eq.~14!, the spectral emissive power a
z50 from depthz becomes approximately

dPr~z,v;l!'@12R1~l!#$WNR@TT~z,v!;l#

1hRWeR~l!%e~z,l!S expF2E
0

z

e~z8,l!dz8G
1Rb~l!FexpH 2E

z

L

e~z8,l!dz8J
1R1~l!expH 2E

2z

L

e~z8,l!dz8J G
3expF2E

0

L

e~z8,l!dz8G D dz. ~19!

The various contributions to the emitted IR power can
separated out into background~dc! and harmonically varying
components. Much work has been done in attempts to s
rate out carrier-wave and thermal-wave contributio
through modulation frequency filtering,2–5 however, they are
always strongly mixed and can be separated out effectiv
only through spectral filtering at the IR detector. The vario
fields are

TT~z,v!5T01DTT~z,v!eivt, ~20!

WP@TT~z,v!;l#5WP0~T0 ,l!1DWP~z,v;l!eivt,
~21!
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e~z,v;l!5e0~l!1e f c~z,v;l!eivt, ~22!

where T0 is the ambient thermal-equilibrium temperatur
also

DTT~z,v!5TT~z,v!2T0 , ~23!

DWP~z,v;l!5
4h~c0 /nlkBT0!A

exp~hc0 /lnkBT0!21 FDTT~z,v!

T0
G ,

~24!

and e0 ,e f c are the background IR emission coefficient a
the component due to the free photoexcited CW, resp
tively. Through Kirchhoff’s law, these quantities are equal
the background IR absorption coefficienta IR0 and the CW-
related componenta f c , respectively. Both unmodulate
emissive spectral powers per unit wavelength~Planck-
mediated and direct radiative! can be conveniently groupe
together:

W0~T0 ;l![WP0~T0 ,l!1hRWeR~l!. ~25!

According to Eq.~19! the ac component of the emissio
coefficiente(z,v;l) gives rise to an infinite series of term
of the form

expS 2eivtE
a

b

e f c~z,v;l!dzD 512eivtE
a

b

e f c~z,v;l!dz

1 (
n52

`

~21!nO~einvt!,

~26!

which contains dc and linear terms, as well as an infin
series of~nonlinear! higher harmonics. Given that the typica
PCR experimental configuration only involves lock-in d
modulation of the fundamental and rejection of the dc and
higher harmonics, inserting the first two terms of expans
~26! into Eq. ~19!, retaining the terms proportional toeivt

only, and integrating over the semiconductor depth coo
nate as well as over the detector spectral bandwidth,
~16!, results in an expression for the total emitted power
the fundamental frequency across the front surface of
material or the field of view of the IR detector, which ever
smaller:
PT~v!5E
l1

l2
dl@12R1~l!#H e0~l!$11Rb~l!@11R1~l!#%E

0

L

e2e0(l)zDWP~z,v;l!dz1W0~T0 ;l!

3$11Rb~l!@11R1~l!#%E
0

L

e2e0(l)ze f c~z,v;l!dz2e0~l!W0~T0 ;l!E
0

L

e2e0(l)zS E
0

z

e f c~z8,v;l!dz81Rb~l!

3@11R1~l!#E
0

L

e f c~z8,v;l!dz81Rb~l!F E
z

L

e f c~z8,v;l!dz81R1~l!E
2z

L

e f c~z8,v;l!dz8G D dzJ . ~27!
8-6
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Further simplifications of this complicated expression can
made for lightly doped Si, in which the IR lattice absorptio
~and thus emission! coefficients are in the range o
1 –2 cm21.31 It is thus justified to sete2e0(l)z;1; 0<z
<L, whereL;500 mm, for typical Si wafers. The effects o
the breakdown of the approximationa0L!1 are investigated
below ~Sec. IV!. The free-carrier absorption coefficient ca
be estimated by32 a f c5Knl2DN for n-type Si, whereKn
510218 cm2/mm2 and the maximum free-carrier density
DN;1019 cm23, limited by Auger recombinations. Fo
p-type Si,Kp;2310218 cm2/mm2. Calculation shows tha
a f c@a0 for photoexcited CW fields and intermediate inje
tion conditions. Thus, it is easy to show that„11Rb(l)@1
1R1(l)#…*0

Le f c(z8,v;l)dz8@e0(l)*0
Ldz*a

be f c(z8,v;l)dz8
for all a,bP@0,L# and the third group of terms in Eq.~27!
can be safely neglected compared to the second term, at
for application to Si. As a result, Eq.~27! can be simplified

PT~v!'E
l1

l2
dl@12R1~l!#$11Rb~l!@11R1~l!#%

3Fe0~l!E
0

L

DWP~z,v;l!dz

1W0~T0 ;l!E
0

L

e f c~z,v;l!dzG . ~28!

This expression shows that the presence of a backing sup
should increase the amplitude of the infrared signal b
factor of 11Rb(l)@11R1(l)# compared to the free
standing sample. In Eq.~28!, both terms in the brackets ar
oscillatory. The first term oscillates due to thermal-infrar
emissions from the optically heated lattice and nonradia
deexcitations. The second term is oscillatory through the
pendence of the absorption~equivalently, emission! coeffi-
cient on the free-carrier density33

e f c~z,v;l!5a IR f c~z,v;l!5
ql2

4p2e
0D

c3nm* 2m
DN~z,v;l!,

~29!

for relatively low CW densities. Here,q is the elementary
charge,e0D is the dielectric constant,c is the speed of light
in the medium,n is the refractive index,m* is the effective
mass of the carrier~electron or hole!, andm is the mobility.
This parameter is a function of donor or acceptor dop
density and thus depends onDN(z,v;l). The coherent os-
cillation of the free-carrier component of the IR absorpti
coefficient on account of the optical generation of carr
waves can act as an internal ‘‘chopper’’ for any incident e
ternal IR radiation, such as emissive power from a back
material.34 To take into account the emissivity contribution
of the backing material, we may assume a semiinfinite
opaque support in contact with, or at some short dista
away from, the back surface of the semiconductor. From
ergy conservationa(Tb ,lb)1Rb(Tb ,lb)51, where the
subscript b indicates a backing material property. Usin
Kirchhoff’s law, Eq. ~5!, it is easily deduced that
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e~Tb ,lb!512Rb~Tb ,lb!. ~30!

From the definition of emissivity, Eq.~4!, the spectral
emissive power from the backing isW(Tb ,lb)
5WP(Tb ,lb)e(T,l). On entering the back surface of th
semiconductor, the density of thermally emitted IR photo
at substrate temperatureTb will be periodically absorbed by
the modulated CW and will emerge out of the front surfa
with a power

DPB~Tb ,v;lb!5@12R1~lb!#WP~Tb ,lb!e~Tb ,lb!

3expF2E
0

L

a IR~z,v;lb!dzG , ~31!

where R2(lb) was assumed to be zero for matte surfac
Use of Eq.~26! and retention of the fundamental compone
of the response only, yields the spectrally integrated back
emissivity contribution to the back-propagating IR pow
from the photoexcited semiconductor:

PB~Tb ,v!52E
l1

l2
dlbWP~Tb ,lb!e~Tb ,lb!@12R1~lb!#

3E
0

L

e2e0(lb)za IR f c~z,v;lb!dz. ~32!

This expression assumes that the emissive power spec
lb is within the spectral bandwidth of the IR detector. T
negative sign indicates that the modulated transmitted ra
tion power across the front surface due to incident unmo
lated thermal radiation from the backing is always out
phase with that generated internally due to CW recombi
tion processes: The peak of the modulated component of
dc photon flux traveling across the semiconductor bulk w
exit from the front surface, and thus appear at the detec
when the CW amplitude is low or zero, since it is then th
the material IR transparency increases. Therefore, the
emission flux from the backing is essentially out of pha
with respect to the CW oscillation and tends to decrease
modulation depth of the CW emissions as compared to
absence of these backing emissions. Using the same app
mations as with Eq.~28! and incorporating Eq.~32! into that
equation, yields the complete expression for the total emi
power at the fundamental frequency across the front sur
of the material in the presence of a backing support wh
acts both as reflector of the semiconductor-generated IR
diation with spectrum centered atl and as emitter of
backing-generated IR radiation centered at wavelengthlb

PT~v!'E
l1

l2
dl@12R1~l!#H $11Rb~l!@11R1~l!#%e0~l!

3E
0

L

DWP~z,v;l!dz1@$11Rb~l!@11R1~l!#%

3W0~T0 ;l!2WP~Tb ,l!e~Tb ,l!@12R1~l!##

3E
0

L

e f c~z,v;l! dzJ . ~33!
8-7
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MANDELIS, BATISTA, AND SHAUGHNESSY PHYSICAL REVIEW B67, 205208 ~2003!
Even though the emission spectrum of the backing m
clearly be different from that of the semiconductor itse
both contributions must be within the spectral bandwidth
the IR detector@l1 ,l2# in Eq. ~33!. Therefore, by changing
lb to l it is assumed that only that portion of the two spec
that coincides with the detector bandwidth will be measur
The temperature of the backing support can also be diffe
from that of the semiconductor, such as in the case o
heater. Equation~33! predicts that in the two extreme cas
of a black absorber as a backing, with normal emissivit35

e(T0 ,l)'1 and Rb'0, and of a metallic mirror with
e(T0 ,l)'0, Eq. ~30!, and Rb'1, the expression in the
curly bracket of total emitted power, Eq.~33!, will become,
respectively,

e0~l!E
0

L

DWP~z,v;l!dz1$W0~T0 ;l!2WP~Tb ,l!

3@12R1~l!#%E
0

L

e f c~z,v;l!dz ~black absorber!

~34!

and

@21R1~l!#e0~l!E
0

L

DWP~z,v;l!dz

1@21R1~l!#W0~T0 ;l!E
0

L

e f c~z,v;l! dz ~mirror!.

~35!

It is clear that a mirror backing will produce a stronger
power emission than air backing, a prediction consistent w
the earlier PTR experimental results34 and with the PCR im-
aging results in this paper.

D. PCR of semiconductors with electronic damage
or ion contamination

Photocarrier radiometry can be used as a CW imag
technique of electronically defective or impurity-ion
contaminated semiconductors. Focusing on the spe
bandwidth of the detector according to the requirement
the PCR signal spectral content should exclude Plan
mediated ~thermal-infrared! photon capture, and that
should only involve direct radiative recombination IR phot
emission, PCR can yield information about electronic defe
in a semiconductor. In an electronic material with subsurf
defects that affect the photoexcited carrier-wave density
with impurity-ion-contamination regions that affect carri
recombination, the physical picture of IR photon emission
the affected region can be described in terms of the
separate signal-generation mechanisms, Planck-mediate
direct radiative IR photon emission. In a defective or co
taminated semiconductor in the absence of photoinjected
rier waves, a uniform Planck emission dominates the IR p
ton flux at thermal equilibrium due to the uniform
temperature of the semiconductor. The spectral emis
power centered aroundl is WP(T0 ;l)dl, Eq. ~3!, and this
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function does not depend on optical or thermal properties
the semiconductor. In externally heated materials, it depe
on the thermal properties only indirectly through the therm
dynamic temperatureT0. Under conditions of no carrier in
jection, the IR absorption/emission coefficient at any wa
lengthl in such a defective or contaminated semiconduc
is a function of the coordinate (x,y,z) due to distributions of
damage layers or contamination regions. The backgro
absorption/emission coefficient becomes a function of
coordinatea0(l)°a0(r ,l). Under optical injection condi-
tions, Planck-mediated emission due to optical absorption
the lattice or nonradiative decay in damaged or contamina
regions is different from that of intact material because
thermal properties are different, which affects the local te
perature. The emissive powerDWP(z,v;l), Eq. ~24!, in the
affected region takes the form

DWPd~z,v;l!5WP08 ~T0 ,l!DTTd~z,v;ad!eivt, ~36!

whereWP08 (T0 ,l) is a temperature derivative given by th
expression multiplyingDTT(z,v) on the right-hand side o
Eq. ~24!; the subscriptd stands for ‘‘defect.’’ad is the ab-
sorption coefficient of the affected region at the excitati
wavelength,lv is . Its equivalent in the unaffected regions
symbolized bya. The injected CW from a modulated lase
beam creates a modulated IR absorption/emission coeffic
that differs in affected regions from other intact regions
the semiconductor. This occurs due to different opti
absorption depths at the excitation wavelength, as wel
different recombination rates in the affected regions. In
latter, the free-carrier-wave IR absorption coefficient
given by

a IR f c,d~z,v;l,ad!5
ql2

4p2e
0D,d

c3ndm* 2md

DNd~z,v;l!

[Cd~r ,l!DNd~z,v;ad! ~37!

in the low-injection limit, where the mobilitymd is indepen-
dent of the doping density and under the assumption that
CW electronic properties (nd ,e

0D,d
,md) are only mildly de-

pendent on the coordinate. The intact material equivalen
this equation, Eq.~29!, can be written asa IR f c(z,v;l,a)
5C(l)DN(z,v;a). Therefore, the net IR power emitte
from a defective or contaminated semiconductor is

PTd~v!5E
l1

l2
dlE

0

L

dPd~z,v;l!, ~38!

replacing Eq.~16!. Taking into account the arbitrary spatia
dependencies of the electronic parameters in the affected
gion, retaining only terms}eivt, ignoring lateral variations
across the semiconductor~i.e., assuming only depth distribu
tions of defects/impurities leading to one-dimensional geo
etry! and using Eq.~36!, it is found that Eq.~28! must be
replaced by
8-8
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INFRARED PHOTOCARRIER RADIOMETRY OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 205208 ~2003!
PTd~v!'E
l1

l2
@12R1~l!#$11Rb~l!@11R1~l!#%

3FWP08 ~T0 ,l!E
0

L

e0d~z,l!DTTd~z,v;e0d!dz

1E
0

L

Cd~z,l!W0d~z,T0 ;l!DNd~z,v;e0d!dzGdl,

~39!

where the harmonic dependenceeivt is implied and

W0d~z,T0 ;l![WP0~T0d ,l!1hRd~z!WeRd~z,l!. ~40!

A particularly useful and compact version of Eq.~33! for
intact ~homogeneous! semiconductors, incorporating Eq
~29! for the free-carrier-wave emission coefficient, and se
rating out spatial and modulation-frequency contributio
from spectral contributions is given by

PT~v!'F1~T0 ;l1 ,l2!E
0

L

DTT~z,v! dz

1F2~T0 ;l1 ,l2!E
0

L

DN~z,v! dz, ~41!

with the definitions

F1~T0 ;l1 ,l2![E
l1

l2
@12R1~l!#$11Rb~l!

3@11R1~l!#%WP08 ~T0 ,l!dl, ~42!

F2~T0 ;l1 ,l2![E
l1

l2
@12R1~l!#$11Rb~l!

3@11R1~l!#%W0~T0 ;l!C~l!dl.

~43!

It is understood that integration overl must be performed
after the spatial integrations are completed. An equa
similar to Eq. ~41! can also be written for the region wit
subsurface defects. These expressions must be used in
ventional PTR of electronic solids. For spectrally select
PCR, a simplified nonthermal signal expression can be w
ten using Eq.~33!, through elimination~filtering! of all
thermal-infrared emission contributions:

P~v!'E
l1

l2
dl@12R1~l!#$11Rb~l!

3@11R1~l!#%hRWeR~l!E
0

L

e f c~z,v;l!dz.

~44!

Also, instead of Eqs.~41!–~43!, the following PCR expres-
sions are derived in one dimension:

P~v!'F2~l1 ,l2!E
0

L

DN~z,v! dz, ~45!
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F2~l1 ,l2![E
l1

l2
@12R1~l!#$11Rb~l!

3@11R1~l!#%hRWeR~l!C~l!dl. ~46!

Similar expressions with straightforward changes can
used for semiconductors with electronic defects or conta
nation.

III. PCR IMAGING OF ELECTRONIC DEFECTS
IN SI WAFERS

A. Instrumentation and signal characteristics

The experimental implementation of laser infrared pho
carrier radiometry is similar to the typical PTR setup f
semiconductors,4–9 with the crucial difference being that th
spectral window of the IR detector and/or optical filter, a
the modulation-frequency response of the preamplifier sta
must be tailored through spectral bandwidth matching t
combination of carrier recombination emissions and effect
filtering of the Planck-mediated thermal-infrared emissi
band. Conventional PTR utilizes photoconductive liqu
nitrogen-cooled HgCdTe~MCT! detectors with spectra
bandwidth in the 2 –12mm range. This includes the therma
infrared range, 7 –12mm, and only part of the electronic
emission spectrum at shorter wavelengths. Unfortunately,
spectral detectivity responses of MCT detectors are hea
weighed toward the thermal-infrared end of the spectrum36

The result is an infrared signal with unequal superposition
recombination and thermal emission responses with a la
weight of the thermal-infrared component. From prelimina
experiments with several IR detectors and bandpass op
filters, we concluded that emissive infrared radiation fro
electronic CW recombination in Si is centered mainly in t
spectral region below 3mm.37 Among those, InGaAs detec
tors with integrated amplifiers, a visible radiation filter and
spectral response in the,1800-nm range, were found to b
most suitable, exhibiting 100% efficient filtering of th
thermal-infrared emission spectrum from Si as well as ma
mum signal-to-noise ratio over InGaAs detectors with se
rate amplifiers and InAs detectors. Therefore, infrared P
was introduced using an optimally spectrally matched roo
temperature InGaAs photodetector~Thorlabs model
PDA255! for our measurements, with a built-in amplifier an
frequency response up to 50 MHz. The active element a
was 0.6 mm2 with a spectral window in the 600–1800 nm
range with peak responsivity 0.95 A/W at 1650 nm. T
incident Ar-ion laser-beam size was 1.06 mm and the po
was 20–24 mW. The detector was proven extremely eff
tive in cutting off all thermal-infrared radiation: Preliminar
measurements using nonelectronic materials~metals, thin
foils, and rubber! showed no responses whatsoever. Co
parison with conventional PTR results was made by rep
ing the InGaAs detector with a Judson Technologies liqu
nitrogen-cooled model J15D12 MCT detector covering
2 –12mm range with peak detectivity 5
31010 cmHz1/2 W21. Figure 3 shows two frequency re
8-9
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MANDELIS, BATISTA, AND SHAUGHNESSY PHYSICAL REVIEW B67, 205208 ~2003!
sponses from a test AlGaAs quantum well array on Ga
substrate using both the MCT and the InGaAs detectors.
MCT response is characteristic of thermal-wave dominat
of the PTR signal throughout the entire modulatio
frequency range of the lock-in amplifier. On the other ha
the PCR signal from the InGaAs detector/preamplifier exh
its very flat amplitude, characteristic of purely carrier-wa
response and zero phase lag up to 10 kHz, as expected
the oscillation of free carriers in phase with the optical fl
which excites them~modulated pump laser!. The apparent
high-frequency phase lag is associated with electronic p
cesses in the sample. The PTR signals were normalized
the instrumental transfer function with the thermal-wave
sponse from a Zr alloy reference, whereas the PCR sig
were normalized with the response of the InGaAs detecto
a small fraction of the exciting modulated laser source rad
tion at 514 nm. Regarding the well-known nonlinearity
the PTR signals with pump laser power,38 Fig. 4 shows a
nonlinear response from the PTR system at laser pow
*5 mW. The PCR system, however, exhibits a fairly line
behavior for powers.15 mW and up to 35 mW, within the
range of the present experiments.

Unlike the readily available thermal-infrared emissio
from well-controlled reference samples for the purpose
instrumental signal normalization in semiconductor PTR39

the quest for suitable reference samples for PCR is a m
more difficult problem because of the absence of dete
response in the thermal-infrared spectral region. Furth
more, the foregoing normalization procedure using a sm
fraction of the excitation laser beam is error prone, as
InGaAs detector is extremely sensitive to light intensity a
its wavelength and tends to exhibit nonlinear behav

FIG. 3. Comparison of the normalized PTR~MCT detector! and
PCR~InGaAs detector! signals from an AlGaAs quantum well arra
on a GaAs wafer. Incident laser power: 25 mW.
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Therefore, an indirect normalization method was introduc
as shown in Fig. 5. Frequency scans on a Si wafer wit
large degree of signal variation across its surface were
tained from two such locations with very different respons
using both the MCT and the InGaAs detectors. Then
amplitude ratios and phase differences between the two
cations using the same detector were plotted and the am
tude ratios were further normalized at 100 kHz, Fig. 5~a!.
These self-normalized data are independent of the instrum
tal transfer function and depend only on differences amo
electronic parameters~PCR! or combinations of thermal and
electronic parameters~PTR! at the two coordinate locations
Upon superposition of the self-normalized signals it w
found that both amplitude and phase curves essentially o

FIG. 4. The PCR and PTR signal dependencies on the powe
the excitation Ar-ion laser. The sample was ap-type Si wafer of
resistivity r;20 V cm. Both phases were essentially consta
within the 0–35 mW range.

FIG. 5. ~a! Self-normalized PTR and PCR signal amplitudes a
~b! phases from two locations on an inhomogeneousn-type Si wafer
using 20-mW Ar-ion laser and 1.2-mm beam size.2h2h2, PCR
technique;2O2O2, PTR technique.
8-10
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INFRARED PHOTOCARRIER RADIOMETRY OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 205208 ~2003!
lapped within the electronic region. This implies that bo
detectors monitor the same electronic CW phenomena
high frequencies and thus the instrumental normalization
the PCR signal can be performed by~1! using the PTR signa
from a high-electronic-quality reference Si wafer, normaliz
by a simple one-dimensional thermal-wave frequency s
of a homogeneous metallic solid;5 ~2! mathematically ex-
tracting the electronic component of the PTR signal5 and
adjusting the PCR signal to this component; and~3! using
the PCR amplitude and phase frequency correction funct
for all other signal normalizations. This indirect scheme w
proven satisfactory. It will be seen in Sec. IV, however, th
the small differences in the self-normalized high-frequen
signals of Fig. 5 are indicative that the thermal-wave co
ponent of the PTR signal can be present even at the hig
modulation frequencies and, without independent knowle
of the electronic properties of the reference semiconducto
can affect their ‘‘true’’ values significantly, a conclusion w
also reached about photomodulated thermoreflectance.21

B. Effects of backing material

A small area of the back surface of the Si wafer whi
was used for the signal linearity studies was very sligh
damaged through gentle rubbing with sandpaper. The P
and PCR frequency scans were obtained from outside
inside the region with the back-surface defect. Then l
scans and two-dimensional images at fixed frequency w
obtained covering the defect area. The wafer was suspe
in air using a hollow sample holder, or was supported b
black rubber or by a mirror backing. Figure 6 shows the P
frequency scans for all three backings. The strongest si
amplitude is generated with the mirror backing in both int

FIG. 6. The PTR frequency scans from thep-type Si wafer of
Fig. 4 in air and with two backing supports. Laser-beam power
mW. ~a! Amplitudes and~b! phases.
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and defective regions. Air and rubber backings yield ve
similar signals. Figure 7 shows the PCR responses that i
cate similar trends, but the PCR technique resolves the
plitudes from the three backings in the orderSM.SA.SR ,
(M mirror, A air, R rubber!. To understand the origins of th
signal changes in the presence of a backing support, a hi
reflecting aluminum-foil-covered backing was placed a
variable distance from the back surface of the Si wafer acr
from an intact region and the PTR and PCR signals w
monitored, Fig. 8. It is observed that the PCR amplitu
remains constant for all three frequencies up to a distanc
;1 mm away from contacting the back surface, where
starts to increase. The curves are normalized to their valu
the surface to show that the rate of increase is independe
frequency. The PCR phase remains essentially flat throu
out. On the other hand, the PTR amplitude monotonica
increases with decreasing distance from the back surf
The rate of increase changes slope;2 mm away from the
surface, a transition region where the phase also chan
Similar experiments with the mechanically damaged area
placing the intact surface resulted in very similar behav
The PTR signal order with various backings observed in F
6 is in agreement with measurements performed by She
and Somekh.34 To determine the origin of the PTR and PC
signal variations with backing~whether due to IR photon
internal reflections or backing emissivity changes34!, the la-
ser beam was turned off and a mechanical chopper
placed at some distance away from the IR detector. Lock
amplifier signals from the MCT detector using the sam
three Si-substrate interfaces were observed as follows: M
ror backing, 2.0 V; air backing, 1.88 V; black rubber backin
1.86 V; bare rubber or mirror with no overlying Si sampl
1.95 V. These values were greatly influenced by the emis

5
FIG. 7. The PCR frequency scans from the samep-type Si wafer

with air and two backing supports. Laser-beam power 25 mW.~a!
Amplitudes and~b! phases.
8-11
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MANDELIS, BATISTA, AND SHAUGHNESSY PHYSICAL REVIEW B67, 205208 ~2003!
ity of the mechanical chopper itself as deduced by the str
dependence of the signal on the chopper position. Repla
the MCT with the InGaAs detector, the signal nearly va
ished at;5 mV, a baseline value that remained constant
all combinations of wafer, chopper, and substrates. Reg
ing the PTR signals and given that for opaque mater
e(Tb ,lb)512Rb(Tb ,lb), Eq. ~30!, it is not immediately
evident whether the signal enhancement at close proxim
of the substrate to the sample in Fig. 8 may be due to tra
mitted substrate dc thermal-infrared emissivity, modula
by the harmonically varying IR emission coefficient of the
wafer, or may be due to direct-recombination-emitted a
substrate-reflected modulated IR photons from inside the
wafer. The fact that both amplitude and phase PTR sign
from rubber and air~no reflection! are almost identical, Fig
6, and the approximate normal emissivities are.1 for air
and .0.86 for black rubber~Ref. 35, p. 531! supports the
hypothesis of Sheard and Somekh that the PTR signal
hancement with a mirror~normal emissivity<0.04 ~Ref. 35
p. 531! is due to the dc emissivity of the backing. This
further corroborated by the PTR behavior shown in Fig.
the monotonic increase of which can be understood in te
of the transmission of IR emissive photons within an incre
ing solid angle subtended by the MCT detector to the ot
side of the wafer. On the other hand, the dc emissivity
periments with the InGaAs detector in place are clear e
dence that its spectral bandwidth lies entirely outside
thermal IR~Planck! emission range of the Si wafer with o
without substrate. Therefore, the PCR amplitude enhan

FIG. 8. The PCR and PTR distance scans between an in
back-surface region of the Si wafer and a highly reflective alu
num foil-covered substrate. All amplitude curves have been norm
ized to unity at the wafer back surface; phase curves indicate
offset ~in degrees! of the experimental phase for convenience
grouping. Laser power: 24 mW.
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ment for mirrored and rubber backings, Fig. 7~a!, is consis-
tent with simple reflection of exiting~transmitted! CW-
generated IR photons at the surface of the backing, with
possibility for thermal-infrared emissivity contributions from
the backing itself. The order of the PCR amplitude curv
indicates that the surface of highest reflectivity~mirror!
yields the strongest signal. Apparently, the Si-air interface
a more efficient backscatterer of IR photons than the Si-bl
rubber interface, where these photons are expected to
more readily absorbed by the rubber. From Eq.~44! it is
expected that the ratio of the PCR signals with mirror a
black rubber backings should be approximately@2
1R1(l)#/„11Rb(l)@11R1(l)#…'1.94. The measured ra
tio from the low-frequency end in Fig. 7~a! is 1.8. The PCR
signal dependence on the distance (<1 mm) between
sample and substrate indicates that substrate-reflecte
photons exiting from the sample itself contribute to the o
served PTR signal enhancement, an effect not foreseen in
hypothesis of Sheard and Somekh. This additional sourc
the PTR signal is likely to be responsible for the change
the PTR amplitude slope and phase shift at distan
,2 mm observed in Fig. 8.

C. PCR imaging of deep subsurface electronic defects

Figure 9 shows line scans with the excitation laser-be
scanning the front~polished! surface of a 20-Vcm p-type Si
wafer and the IR detector on the same side. Based on
backing results, for maximum signal strength the sample w
resting on a mirror. Both the PTR and PCR amplitude a
phase scans were obtained and both show sensitivity to
deep defect on the back-surface scratched region. Howe
at 100-kHz imaging can be performed only with the PC
signal. At all three selected modulation frequencies, the P
amplitude decreases when the laser-beam scans over th
fect region, consistent with the expected CW density
crease as the back-surface defect efficiently traps carriers
removes them from further diffusion and potential radiati
recombination. The PCR phase scan remains essentially
stant at 10 Hz, Fig. 9~b!, as the diffusion-wave centroid i
solely determined by the ac carrier-wave-diffusion length14

Lac~v!5A D* t

11 ivt
, ~47!

where t is the lifetime andD* is the ambipolar carrier-
diffusion coefficient. This particular wafer was measured
have t.1 ms and D* .12 cm2/s, which yields an
uLac(10 Hz)u.1.1 mm. Therefore, the CW centroid lies we
beyond the thickness of the wafer (;630 mm) and no phase
shift can be observed. At the intermediate frequency of 13
Hz, uLacu.373 mm, well within the bulk of the wafer. In this
case, a phase lead appears within the defective region.
occurs because the CW spatial distribution across the b
of the wafer in the defective region is weighed more heav
toward the front surface on account of the heavy deplet
occurring at, and near, the back surface. As a result, the
centroid is shifted toward the front surface, manifested b
phase lead. Finally, at 100 kHz,uLacu.44 mm. Neverthe-
less, Fig. 9~a! shows that there is still PCR amplitude co
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l-
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FIG. 9. Line scans over ap-Si wafer region with back-surface mechanical damage.~a! PCR amplitude;~b! PCR phase;~c! PTR
amplitude; and~d! PTR phase. The wafer is resting on a mirror support. Laser power: 24 mW.
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trast at that frequency, accompanied by a small phase l
Fig. 9~b!. For the PTR scans, Fig. 9~c! shows that the overal
amplitude is controlled by the CW component at 10 a
1360 Hz, and there is a small contrast at 100 kHz. The P
phase contrast within the region with the back-surface de
first appears as a lag at the lowest frequency of 10 Hz
expected from a shift away from the front surface of t
diffusion-wave centroid in the presence of a remote therm
wave source which is added to the combined PTR signal
that frequency, the thermal-wave diffusion length14 is
Lt(v)5A2Dt /v.1.7 mm, that is, the back surface is
thermal conductive communication with the front surfac
Therefore, the thermal wave, rather than the carrier wa
controls the overall diffusion-wave PTR behavior of the
wafer at 10 Hz. At 1360 Hz, however,Lt.148 mm, there-
fore, there is no thermal contact with the back surface. T
only signal component affected by the remote defect is
CW, and the phase behaves as in the PCR case, exhibit
net lead within the defective region. At 100 kHz there is
PTR phase sensitivity to the defect; only a vestigial am
tude contrast, Figs. 9~c,d!. To maximize the PCR and PTR
imaging contrast, differences in amplitudes and phases
function of frequency were obtained outside and inside
defective region. It is with the help of this type of analys
that the 1360 Hz frequency was chosen for both techniq
as one with the highest contrast in phase~but not in ampli-
tude!. It is clear that while the PTR contrast is genera
higher at low frequencies due to the cooperative trends
both thermal-wave and carrier-wave components, howe
the PCR imaging contrast becomes superior above ca. 1
and retains its contrast even at the highest frequency of
kHz. Figure 10 shows images of the back-surface defect
tained through front-surface inspection using both techniq
20520
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at the optimum contrast frequency of 1360 Hz. Figure
shows the same scan at 100 kHz. At this frequency, the P
image is dominated by noise and is unable to produce
contrast between the intact and defective regions, wheras
PCR image clearly shows the highest spatial resolution of
back-surface defect possible. The PCR phase, Fig. 11~b!,
shows details of the central defect as well as the radi
diverging defect structures at the base of the central def
such as a ‘‘zoomed in’’ version of the 1360 Hz image, F
10~b!. Both the PCR images clearly reveal internal substr
ture of the central defect, which was invisible at 1360 Hz.
a manner reminiscent of conventional propagating wa
fields, image resolution increases with decreasing car
wavelength,uLac(v)u. Similar images to Figs. 10 and 1
were obtained with air or rubber backing of the same wa
with marginally diminished detail and contrast. The contr
for the PCR phase imaging at 100 kHz, Fig. 11~b!, is about
11% for amplitude@Fig. 9~a!#, while the phase difference i
only 1° @Fig. 9~b!#. The very high sensitivity of the PCR
imaging to defect identification is apparent: despite this v
small variation in phase, the defect can be clearly delinea
In the case of PTR at 100 kHz, the contrast for amplitude
about 28%@taking the sharp peak in Fig. 9~c! into account#.
The phase difference is about 10°. An examination of Fi
9~c! and 9~d! at 100 kHz shows that this ‘‘higher contrast’’ i
caused by fluctuations of the signal, as the PTR signal
noise ratio~SNR! is relatively poor, resulting in the disap
pearance of the back-surface defect from the images F
11~c,d!. The PCR images exhibit much higher SNR a
clearly reveal the defect structure.

Under front-surface inspection and precise depth profi
metric control by virtue of the PCR modulation-frequenc
adjustable carrier-wave-diffusion length, Eq.~47!, Figs. 10
8-13
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FIG. 10. Scanning imaging of back-surface defect in thep-Si wafer using front-surface inspection. Laser beam radius, 518mm.
Frequency, 1360 Hz.~a! PCR amplitude;~b! PCR phase;~c! PTR amplitude; and~d! PTR phase.
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and 11 show that with today’s high-quality, long-lifetime in
dustrial Si wafers, one can observe full images of sh
carrier-wave density contrast due to underlying defects v
deep inside the bulk of a Si wafer. Specifically, hig
frequency PCR imaging reveals so far unknown very lo
range effects of carrier interactions with deep subsurface
fect structures and the detrimental ability of such structu
to decrease the overall free photoexcited-carrier density
away from the defect sites at or near the front surface wh
device fabrication takes place. This phenomenon may be
portant toward device fabrication improvement through ca
ful selection of substrate wafers with regard to deep b
growth and manufacturing defects that were heretofore
associated with device performance. Further, the PCR im
ing experiments with shorter lifetime Si wafers have sho
that it may be beneficial to use lower quality starting su
strates in order to avoid the full effects of deep subsurf
defects on the electronic quality of the upper~device-level!
surface.

IV. QUANTITATIVE PCR MEASUREMENTS
OF ELECTRONIC TRANSPORT PROPERTIES

The structure of Eq.~27!, the expression for the tota
emitted power from a semiconductor crystal at the fun
20520
p
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mental frequency across the field of view of the IR detec
shows depth dependence of the spatial integrals on the e
librium IR emission coefficiente0(l) of the semiconductor.
If this parameter is larger than 1 –5 cm21, it introduces a
weighting factore2e0(l)z under the integral signs of the com
pact expression for the total IR emission, Eq.~41!, as well as
for the pure PCR emission, Eqs.~44!–~46!. To estimate the
effect of such a factor on the PCR signal, especially in
case of low-resistivity, high-residual infrared absorption
wafers, a simulation was performed using the PCR Eqs.~45!
and ~46! in the three-dimensional~3D! form

P~r ,v;l1 ,l2!'E
l1

l2
@12R1~l!#$11Rb~l!

3@11R1~l!#%hRWeR~l!C~l!dl

3E
0

L

DN~r ,z,v!e2e0(l)zdz. ~48!

The equation forDN(r ,z,v), the 3D extension ofDN(z,v)
is the solution to the photocarrier-wave boundary-va
problem. It was obtained from Ref. 14, Chap. 9, Eq.~9.106!,
and it is reproduced here
8-14
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FIG. 11. Scanning imaging of back-surface defect in thep-Si wafer using front-surface inspection. Laser beam radius, 518mm.
Frequency, 100 kHz.~a! PCR amplitude;~b! PCR phase;~c! PTR amplitude; and~d! PTR phase.
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DN~r ,z,v!5
hQP0a

2phnD*
E

0

` e2k2W2/4

~a22je
2!

3F S G2g12g2G1e2(je1a)L

G22G1e22jeL D e2jez

2e2az1S g12g2e2(a2je)L

G22G1e22jeL D
3e2je(2L2z)G J0~kr !kdk, ~49!

where

g1~k![
D* a1S1

D* je~k!1S1

; g2~k![
D* a2S2

D* je~k!2S2

; ~50!

with

G1~k![
D* je~k!2S1

D* je~k!1S1

; G2~k![
D* je~k!1S2

D* je~k!2S2

;

~51!
20520
and

je~k![Ak21se
2. ~52!

Here,k stands for the Hankel variable of radial integratio
W is the Gaussian laser-beam spotsize,S1 and S2 are the
front- and back-surface recombination velocities,L is the
thickness of the semiconductor slab,a is the optical absorp-
tion coefficient at the excitation wavelengthlv is5c0 /n. hQ
is the quantum yield for optical to electronic energy conv
sion andP0 is the laser power. The carrier-wave number
defined as

se~v![A11 ivt

D* t
5

1

Lac~v!
. ~53!

In the simulations that follow and in the theoretical fits to t
experimental data, the variabler was integrated over the sur
face of the IR detector.4

Figure 12 shows simulations of the PCR frequency dep
dence forp-Si of ~what amounts to! different resistivity with
the equilibrium IR absorption coefficient as a IR
wavelength-independent~average! parameter. From Kirch-
hoff’s law and Eq.~22!, e05a IR0. The curves show a de
8-15
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MANDELIS, BATISTA, AND SHAUGHNESSY PHYSICAL REVIEW B67, 205208 ~2003!
crease in amplitude, especially at low frequencies, in
carrier-diffusion-wave thin regime (uLac(v)u.L), as emis-
sions throughout the bulk of the crystal are gradually i
peded with increasing background carrier density~and thus
IR absorption coefficient! due to self-absorption of the IR
recombination photons by the background free-carrier-w
density. At high frequencies, in the carrier-diffusion-wa
thick regime (uLac(v)u!L), little attenuation of the back
ward emitted IR recombination photon flux occurs beca
the IR-opaque subsurface layer involved in the C
generated emission is very thin. Therefore, all amplitu
curves converge. The PCR phase lags show sensitivit
high frequencies; they decrease with increasing freque
because the contributing CW centroid moves closer to
front surface with increasing IR opacity of the semicondu
tor. Figure 12 shows that for typicala IR0 ranges31 of
1 –2 cm21 the effect of self-reabsorption of IR photons d
to background free-carrier-wave densities is minimal a
therefore the approximate Eqs.~28!, ~33!, ~41!, ~44!, ~45!,
and ~46! are justified. The PCR image contrast of Figs.
and 11 can, in principle, be quantified by use of the CW te
in Eq. ~41!, appropriately modified to accommodate the d
fective region:

DP~v!'F2~l1 ,l2!F E
0

L

DN~z,v!dz2E
0

L

DNd~z,v!dzG ,
~54!

whereDP(v) is the difference in signal between the inta
and defective regions. This is a complex quantity, so it c

FIG. 12. Simulations of the PCR signal frequency depende
in p-Si with the residual IR absorption coefficient as a parame
~a! Amplitude; ~b! phasel5514 nm, beam radiusW5518 mm,
detector radius5563 mm, wafer thickness5675 mm; t51 ms,
D* 515 cm2/s, S15100 cm/s,S25300 cm/s.
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be separated out into amplitude and phase components.
apparent simplicity of this expression is due to the fact t
the subsurface defects considered here are on the back
face of the wafer and their presence mostly impacts the va
of S2 in Eq. ~49!, while the bulk parameters and the term
comprising the prefactorF2(l1 ,l2), Eq. ~46!, remain essen-
tially unaltered, includingCd(l)'C(l) for a thin damage
layer in an otherwise homogeneous semiconductor. If th
conditions are not fulfilled, then the electronic component
Eq. ~39! must be used to quantify PCR contrast due to d
tributed subsurface electronic defect structures.

The mild mechanical defect on the back surface of
p-type Si wafer that generated the images of Figs. 10 and
proved to be too severe for our sensitive InGaAs photode
tor: upon scanning the affected surface, the PCR signal v
ished within the region of the defect, apparently due to
highly efficient trapping of the photogenerated free carri
by the high density of near-surface electronic defect sta
Therefore, a different region of the same wafer was cho
to create a visually undetectable defect by simply touch
the back surface of the wafer with paper. Then both the P
and PCR frequency scans were performed on both side
the material, outside and inside the defect region. Figure
shows the PTR amplitudes and phases for all four spots

e
r.

FIG. 13. Front- and back-surface PTR frequency scans in
and outside a defect area of ap-Si wafer on aluminum backing
Detector, MCT; beam size, 1.4 mm; Ar-ion laser power, 20 mW.~a!
Amplitudes and~b! phases. Best fit parameters. Front intact regi
t51 ms, D* 512 cm2/s; S1510 cm/s; S25210 cm/s; Cp59
310216 (a.u.); Ct553106 (a.u.). Front inside the defect:t
51 ms, D* 515 cm2/s; S1510 cm/s; S25450 cm/s; Cp59.5
310216 (a.u.); Ct553106 (a.u.). Back intact region:t51 ms,
D* 513.2 cm2/s; S1545 cm/s; S25650 cm/s; Cp59
310216 (a.u.); Ct553106 (a.u.). Back inside the defect:t
51 ms, D* 514.5 cm2/s; S15650 cm/s; S2525 cm/s; Cp51
310216 (a.u.); Ct58.53106 (a.u.).
8-16
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INFRARED PHOTOCARRIER RADIOMETRY OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 205208 ~2003!
well as theoretical fits to the experimental data. The cur
were normalized for the instrumental transfer function,
cluding the MCT detector and preamplifier, by a zircon
reference sample of known thermophysical properties.
PTR theoretical model was a superposition of carrier w
and IR emissions of thermoelectronic origin using coup
field expressions~Ref. 14, Chap. 9.12!, with adjustable ther-
mal and electronic coefficients,Ct and Cp , respectively.4,5

The effect of the back-surface defect was modeled a
change inS2 ~front-surface probing! only. When the wafer
was turned over, the definitions ofS1 andS2 were reversed.
It will be noted that the results of the theoretical fits to da
obtained from the front~polished! surface of the wafer
clearly indicate an increase inS2 inside the region with the
back-surface defect. At the same time, the ambipolar di
sion coefficientD* increased from 12 cm2/s to 15 cm2/s.
This is probably due to the steepening of the CW spa
gradient across the bulk of the wafer as a result of deple
at the back surface, which tends to increase the car
diffusion-wave flux toward the bulk of the sample and th
increase the effective value ofD* . The absolute value rang
of D* is within the accepted values of hole diffusivity i
p-type Si.5 Upon turning the sample over, thet and D*
values did not change much from those measured from
polished side, however, the absolute values ofS1 ~formerly
S2) and S2 ~formerly S1) changed significantly, with the
damaged surface value increasing from 450 cm/s
650 cm/s. The other surface recombination velocity val
also show changes. The reason for these discrepancies
ably lies with the values being spatial averages over non
form subsurface regions of the sample bulk sampled un
the PTR probe, as spreading spherical CW diffusion be
the surface of the wafer probably encounters electronic
and thermally inhomogeneous regions, especially in
neighborhood of the affected spot. The differences in text
of the polished and matte surfaces as seen by diffusing
rier waves from the inside of the material may also be
factor affecting the mean surface recombination velocit
Figure 14 shows the PCR frequency scans at exactly
same spots as Fig. 13. Here, signal normalization was
formed by extracting the CW component of the PTR sign
i.e., the depth integral overDN(r ,z,v), Eq. ~49!, associated
with the prefactorCp in the front intact region of Fig. 13
and making it the reference PCR signal for the same reg
The thus obtained PCR amplitude and phase transfer f
tions were subsequently used for all other measureme
The theoretical phase fits to the PCR data show better ag
ment at the highest frequencies than the respective PTR
a feature observed with other Si experiments as well. Tht
values are similar to their PTR counterparts. Regarding
D* values those outside the defect remain constant for b
sides of the wafer, however, theD* value from the back
inside the defect region is relatively low. The higher sen
tivity of the InGaAs detector to the electronic state of t
inspected surface is probably responsible for this discr
ancy, as the theoretical phase fit is poor at high frequen
(.1 kHz) within that region, an indication of near-surfa
depth inhomogeneity of transport properties. On the ot
hand, the PTR phase is less sensitive to the electronic c
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ponent, resulting in a much better~and very likely artificial!
fit, Fig. 13~b!. Regarding the surface recombination velo
ties, similar trends to the PTR results are observed, with
PCR showing different~lower! absolute values within the
damaged region. This is a consistent trend also observed
other damaged Si wafers, for which PTR usually yiel
higher ~or much higher! values. It can be explained by th
strong nonradiative energy conversion character of poor
faces and the PTR ability to monitor thermal-infrared em
sions superposed on purely recombination IR emissions. T
superposition tends to amplify the effect of enhanced non
diative recombination on poor surface conditions and
yield increased effective values of the respective velocit
In summary, comparison of Figs. 13 and 14 and the resul
theoretical fits show that the PCR signals are very sensi
to the electronic state of the probed semiconductor surf
and bulk, whereas the PTR signals can be subtly or gro
masked by thermal-wave contributions which may sign
cantly affect the values of the photoexcited carrier transp
properties. It is also shown that the theoretical/computatio
extraction of the electronic component from the PTR sig
superposition4,5 may not be entirely accurate or complete.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Photocarrier Radiometry~PCR! has been introduced as
high contrast, sensitive, and quantitative electronic mater

FIG. 14. Front- and back-surface PCR frequency scans in
and outside a defect area of ap-Si wafer on aluminum backing
Detector, InGaAs; beam size, 1.4 mm; Ar-ion laser power, 20 m
~a! Amplitudes and~b! phases. Best fit parameters. Front inta
region: t51 ms, D* 512 cm2/s; 5S1510 cm/s; S25210 cm/s.
Front inside the defect:t51 ms, D* 514.9 cm2/s; S1525 cm/s;
S25300 cm/s. Back intact region:t51 ms, D* 512 cm2/s; S1

510 cm/s; S25200 cm/s. Back inside the defect:t51 ms, D*
55 cm2/s; S15450 cm/s;S25130 cm/s.
8-17
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MANDELIS, BATISTA, AND SHAUGHNESSY PHYSICAL REVIEW B67, 205208 ~2003!
inspection technique and several comparisons with the c
ventional PTR of semiconductors have been performed.
technique depends on an optimized infrared photon detec
circuit, with the infrared detector spectral window bein
matched to the recombination emission spectrum of
semiconductor under investigation. As such, PCR filters
entirely the thermal-infrared component of the spectrum
thus monitors purely electronic phenomena. First repor
applications include scanning imaging of deep subsurf
electronic defects and quantitative measurements of the
jor transport properties of Si wafers: carrier recombinat
lifetime, ambipolar diffusion coefficient, and surface reco
bination velocities. A noteworthy feature of the hig
frequency PCR imaging is the so far unappreciated v
long-range effect of carrier interactions with deep subsurf
defect structures and the detrimental ability of such str

*On leave from Departamento de Fisica, Universidade Federa
Maranhao, Sao Luis, MA, Brazil. Electronic addres
jbatista@ufma.br
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